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Introduction and remarks. In the theory of r)a-sets three main theorems

stand out: that an r/0-set is universal for totally ordered sets of power not

exceeding Xa, that any two 7/a-sets of power Na are isomorphic and that

7/a-sets of power Xa exist provided Ka is a regular cardinal number and

2~2i<<> 2t*sS&a. L. Gillman and M. Jerison [6] have shown that a real closed

(totally ordered) field which is an T7„-set is universal for totally ordered fields

of power not exceeding N„, provided a>0. Further, P. Erdos, L. Gillman

and M. Henriksen [3] have shown that any two real closed fields which are

Tja-sets of power fc<„ are isomorphic, provided a>0. They also showed that

real closed fields which are 7ja-sets of power Na exist, assuming the continuum

hypothesis, if a=l. The question of existence for a>l, even assuming N„

to be regular and 23«<« 2k<i^Ka, appears to be open.

In this paper it will be shown that given a>0 an 7/«-group (i.e., a totally

ordered Abelian divisible group which is an 7/a-set) is universal for totally

ordered Abelian groups of power not exceeding K„, that any two 7/a-groups

of power K« are isomorphic and finally that, given an 7/a-set of power Ka,

7/a-groups of power Na exist.

Background. Let a be an ordinal number. By IF(a) is meant the set of

all ordinal numbers 5 such that 5<a. Let Na be a cardinal number. By w„

is meant the least ordinal number such that IF(co„) is of power K„. A cardinal

number N„ is called regular if given an ordinal 7r<coa and given a family of

sets iSi)s<T, each of power less than i$a, the power of Uj<x Ss is less than K«.

Let P and T' he totally ordered sets and let/be a mapping of P into P'.

We will call/order preserving (order reversing) if x, yET and xSy implies

fix) Sfiy), ifix) ^/(y)) and strictly order preserving (strictly order reversing)

if / is order preserving (order reversing) and one-to-one. Let H and K be

subsets of P. We will write H<K if h<k for every hEH and kEK. Note,

according to this definition, 0<K and K<0 for all subsets K of P includ-

ing 0. T is said to be an na-set if, given subsets 77 and K of P of power less

than Na such that 77<K then there exists tET such that 77< {t} <K. Let

P be an r/„-set and let 77 be a subset of P of power less than Na. By definition,

0<77 and H<0. Thus there exist u, vET such that 0<{«} <77 and
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H<{v} <0: i.e., {u} <H<[v}. Hence, the definition of an 7/a-set given

above is equivalent to the classical definition. Let £ be an ??a-set, let H and

K be subsets of £ of power less than Na and let £= {/££: H< \t] <£}. It

is clear that | L\, the cardinal number of £, is not less than N„. The initial

results on »7a-sets are to be found in [7]. For more recent results see [5] and

[9]-
Throughout this paper Af will denote the set of positive integers, Z the

integers and Q the rational numbers.

1. Let G be a group which is also a partially ordered set. G will be called

a right (left) partially ordered group if given a, b and cEG, a<b implies

ac<bc (ca<cb). A group which is a right or a left partially ordered group

may be referred to as a one-sided partially ordered group. A partially ordered

group is a group which is both a right and a left partially ordered group. If

G is a totally ordered set (i.e., a partially ordered set in which every pair of

elements is order comparable), then "totally" may be substituted for "par-

tially" in the definitions above.

Let £ be a totally ordered set. Let II(£) denote the permutation group

of £and let ^4(£) denote the automorphism group of £ (i.e., all strictly order

preserving mappings of Ponto £). The set II(£) may be partially ordered by

defining/<g, /, gEU(T), if/(/) <g(t) lor all tET. Under this order, the only
order we will put on IT(£), II(£) is a right partially ordered group. To show

this let/, g and hEll(T),f<g. Clearly fh(t) =f(h(t))<g(h(t)) =gh(t) lor all
tET; thus fh<gh. A(T) is a subgroup of II(£) and therefore is a right par-

tially ordered group. Furthermore, A(T) is a left partially ordered group. To

see this, let/, g and hEA(T),f<g. Remembering that h is necessarily strictly

order preserving we see that hf(t) =h(f(t)) <h(g(t))=hg(t); thus hf<hg, prov-

ing the assertion above. Hence A(T) is a partially ordered group.

Let G he a subgroup of a one-sided partially ordered group B. Let Cb(G)

denote the centralizer of G in B (i.e., {bEB: bg = gb for all gEG}). Yet

KB(G) = [bEB: bECs(G) and b order comparable with each element of G}.

Proposition 1.1. Let B be a one-sided partially ordered group and let G and

H be Abelian subgroups of B such that H(ZKB(G). Then HG is a totally ordered

Abelian subgroup of B.

Proof. Clearly HG is Abelian; thus it is a partially ordered group. Let

t = hg, hEH and gEG. To show that HG is totally ordered it suffices to

show that / is order comparable with 1. Since hEKB(G), h is order comparable

with g_1; hence hg is order comparable with 1, proving the proposition.

Let £ be a group and let SCB. Yet nEN and let Sn= [sn: sES}. S will

be called divisible if Sn = S lor all nEN.

Proposition 1.2. Let B be a one-sided partially ordered group and let G be

a totally ordered Abelian divisible subgroup of B. If bEKB(G) then bzCKB(G).
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Proof. Let nEN. Clearly 6"GCB(G). Let gEG and let h = glln. Since b is
order comparable with h, bn is order comparable with h" = g; thus b"EKB(G).

Clearly b~n is also in KB(G). Hence bzEKB(G).

Corollary 1.1. Let B be a one-sided partially ordered group and let G be a

totally ordered Abelian divisible subgroup of B. If bEKB(G) then Gbz is a totally

ordered Abelian subgroup of B.

That the condition of divisibility in Corollary 1.1 is crucial may be seen

by considering the following example. Let

G = [gt:zEZ and gz(x) = x + z, x E R}.

Clearly G is a totally ordered Abelian subgroup of II(P). It is also clear that

G is not divisible. Let b(x) = (l/S) sin i2irx)+x + l/2. Clearly bEH(R); in

fact bEAiR). Furthermore bEKn(B)(G). However, gi(l/4) <62(l/4) and

i>2(3/4) <gi(3/4). Thus b2 is not order comparable with gi. Hence Gbz is not

totally ordered.

Proposition 1.3. Let T be a totally ordered set and let H be a left totally

ordered subgroup ofU(T) which is transitive over T. Then HEAiT).

Proof. Let x, yET, x<y. Since 77 is transitive over P, y = u(x) for some

uEH; thus x<u(x). Since 77 is totally ordered, Ku. Let hEH. Since 77

is a left totally ordered group, hKhu; thus h(x) <hu(x)=h(y). Hence

hEA(T), proving the proposition.

Corollary 1.2. Let T be a totally ordered set and let G be a totally ordered

Abelian divisible subgroup of H(T). Let bEKnm(G) and assume that Gbz is

transitive over T. Then Gbz is a totally ordered Abelian subgroup of A(T).

Proof. By Corollary 1.1, Gbz is a totally ordered Abelian subgroup of

II(P). Since Gbz is transitive over P we may apply Proposition 1.3 and con-

clude that it is contained in -4(P).

Proposition 1.4. Let (fn)neN be a sequence in a group G. Let <p(n) =l.c.m.

(1, • • • , re) for each nEN. Assume that jj'*"""11 =/„_i for each nEN and

let 77 = UBejv/f. 77 is Abelian and if it is torsion-free then it is divisible.

Proof. Since fn-iEfn, /f-iC/f. Thus, 77 is the union of an ascending

sequence of Abelian groups and is therefore Abelian. Clearly /?(1) =/i. As-

sume that /^T1' =/i. Clearly ft(n) =ft-f1) =fi- Let kEN. We know that

dy(k) = kt for some tEN; thus (/*)* =/i. Hence/i is divisible in 77. Let m, nEN.

Thus there exists xEH such that xm*tn)=/i. We know that / =ffn); thus

xm<nn) =/*(n). Assume that 77 is torsion-free. Then xm =/„ and fn is divisible by

tm; thus 77 is divisible, proving the proposition.

Let a be an ordinal number. A one-sided partially ordered group B will
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be called a-hyper-divisible if given a totally ordered Abelian divisible subgroup

G of B ol power less than Ka then KB(G) is divisible.

Proposition 1.5. Let G be a totally ordered Abelian divisible subgroup of a

one-sided partially ordered group B. Then (KB(G))nEKB(G) for all nEN.

Proof. Let nEN and let fE(K~B(G))n; thus/= 6", bEKB(G). By Proposi-
tion 1.2, bnEKB(G), proving the proposition.

Corollary 1.3. For a one-sided partially ordered group B to be a-hyper-

divisible it is necessary and sufficient that given a totally ordered Abelian divisible

subgroup G of B, of power less than b$a, nEN and fEKB(G) there exists

tEKB(G) such thatf=tn.

Proposition 1.6. Let G be a totally ordered Abelian divisible subgroup of

power less than Na, of an a-hyper-divisible one-sided partially ordered group B

and let fEKB(G). There exists a totally ordered Abelian divisible subgroup G'

of B such that GCG', fEG' and \G'\ ^N0|g|.

Proof. Let <j>(n) =l.c.m. (1, • • • , n), nEN. Let fi=f and assume/B_i has

been chosen in KB(G). Since B is a-hyper-divisible there exists /b££b(G)

such that#<»>/♦(-» =/„_!. Let H = \}n^fl
Clearly H is Abelian. Since fnEKB(G), /„ is order comparable with 1;

thus H is torsion-free. Hence, by Proposition 1.4, H is divisible. By Proposi-

tion 1.2,f%CKB(G); thus HCKB(G). Let G'=HG. By Proposition 1.1, G' is
totally ordered and Abelian. Since both H and G are divisible, G' is divisible.

Clearly GCG'. Since /=/,, fEG'. \G'\^\H\x\G\ = No|t7|, proving the
proposition.

Let H he an (additive) Abelian group and let £ be a subgroup of H. If

H is torsion-free then U is pure if and only if u = ny, uEU, nEN and yEH

implies yEU. The following two propositions will be of use in §2.

Proposition 1.7. Let U be a subgroup of a torsion-free (additive) Abelian

group H. There exists a subset U' of H such that:

1. |£'|^|£|«o.

2. £' is the smallest pure subgroup of H containing U.

3. Iff is an isomorphism of U into an (additive) Abelian divisible group G

then f extends to a unique isomorphism F of V into G.

4. // H and G are totally ordered, if G is Abelian and divisible and if f is a

strictly order preserving isomorphism of U into G, then f can be extended to a

strictly order preserving isomorphism F of U' into G. Further, F is unique.

Proof. Let U'={hEH: nhEU for some nEN]. Clearly \U'\^\ £|«o
and £C U'. Let x, yE U'. Then there exists n, mEN such that nx, myE U.

Clearly nm(x+y) =m(nx)+n(my)EU; thus x+yEU'. Clearly n( — x)EU;

thus —xEU' and U' is a group. Let V be a pure subgroup of H which con-
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tains U. We know that nxE U; thus nxE V. Since V is pure and H is torsion-

free, xEV; thus U'CV, proving 2. Proceeding to 3, let F(x) = (l/n)f(nx).

Since/is an isomorphism Pis well defined. Clearly £(x+y) = (l/nm)f(nm(x+y))

= (l/nm)f(nmx) + (l/nm)f(nmy) = F(x)+F(y). That £ is unique may be

seen by the following: let £' be an isomorphism of £' into G which extends/.

Clearly w£'(x) = F'(nx) =f(nx); thus £'(x) = (l/n)f(nx) = F(x).

Given the conditions stated in 4, let £ be the extension of/ to £'. To show

that £, an isomorphism, is a strictly order preserving mapping it suffices to

show that x>0 implies £(x)>0. Since x>0, wx>0. Since/ is strictly order

preserving,/(wx)>0. £(x) = (l/n)f(nx) >0, proving the proposition.

The group U' will be referred to as the purification of U in H(f).

2. Let P and P' be partially ordered sets. A mapping h ol P into P' will

be called l.u.b.-continuous if given a nonempty totally ordered set TCP such

that l.u.b. T exists, then l.u.b. h(T) exists and equals h (l.u.b. £). Clearly if

h is l.u.b.-continuous then h is order preserving.

Let a be an ordinal number, let Af be a set and let h be a mapping of a

partially ordered set £ into 2M, the set of all subsets of M. Let Pa

= [pEP: \h(p)\ <N«}. The pair (P, hi) will be called a-extendible if given

pEPa and xEM then there exists p'EPa such that pSp' and xEh(p').

A partially ordered set in which every nonempty totally ordered subset

has a least upper bound will be called inductive.

Lemma 2.1. Let P be an inductive partially ordered set and let h be a l.u.b.-

continuous mapping of P into 2M, where M is a set of power Nj. Let 8^a and

assume that Ha is a regular cardinal. If Pa^0 and if (P, h) is a-extendible,

then there exists fEP such that h(f) = M.

Proof. Since we are concerned exclusively with the cardinality of M we

may let M = W(m).
By an admissible family we shall mean a family (/,)«<* of elements of Pa

such that:

1. 7r is an ordinal number, ir^coj.

2. The mapping e—>/e is order preserving.

3. W(e)Ch(ft) for all e<ir.
By the length of an admissible family (/«)e<x will be meant the ordinal it.

Proposition 2.1. If the length of an admissible family is it and if ir<m

then the family can be extended to an admissible family of length w+1.

Proof. Let (fi)t<r be an admissible family and assume that 7r<wj.

Assume first that 7r = 0. Since Pa^0 there exists foEPa- Clearly W(0)

= 0Ch(fo).

(') The referee has observed that U' can be characterized as being the subgroup U' of H

containing U such that U'/U is the torsion subgroup of H/U.
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Assume now that 7r>0 and that 7r is a limit ordinal. Let/, = l.u.b. (/«),<,.

Since P is inductive/, is a well defined element of P. Since h is l.u.b.-continu;

ous, A(/,)=U£<, hif.). Thus |*(/,)| S £«x \hif,)\. For each e<ir, f,EP«-
thus |A(/«)| <Ha. By assumption ir<us and mS<>>a; thus 7r<coa. Since Na is

regular, 2~2*<* |A(/e)| <Na; thus /,£Pa. Since 7r is a limit ordinal, IF(7r)

= U«, W{t). Further, Ue<, IF(e)CU«<, A(/«) =A(/,); thus JF(tt)CA(/,).
Assume finally that 7r>0 and that 7r is a nonlimit ordinal: i.e., 7r = e + l,

for some ordinal e; then /€£Pa. Since (P, h) is a-extendible, there exists

frEPa such thatf,Sfr and e(EA(/,). Since h is l.u.b.-continuous, A is order

preserving; thus A(/«)C*(/»). Thus IF(tt) = IF(€)U{e} C*(/,). Hence

IF(tt)CA(/t).
Thus in each case (/()<<, can be extended to an admissible family of

length 7T + 1, proving the proposition.

An admissible family of length 7r may be thought of as a mapping from

IF(7r) into P„. Let T be the set of all admissible families. Let a, b he in F.

We will write aEb if b is an extension of a. Under inclusion T is partially

ordered. Let P be a nonempty totally ordered subset of T and let < = U„er a.

Clearly tET; thus T is inductive. By Zorn's Lemma there exists a maximal

element mET. Were the length of m less than co« then, by Proposition 2.1,

we could extend m to a larger admissible family, which is absurd. Hence m

is of length wj. Let/ = U(<MJ m(e). Since P is inductive, / is in P. Since o>a

is a limit ordinal, since h is l.u.b.-continuous and since condition 3 holds for

m, M= Wiui) =U«<aj IF(e)CU.<w, Am(e) =A(/). But h(f)EM; thus h(f) = M,
proving the lemma.

A stronger version of Lemma 2.1 can be proved in which the condition

that b*Sa and that \&a is regular is replaced by the assumption that hScfia).

(For a definition of c/(a) see, e.g., [10].)

Corollary 2.1. Let M be a set of power Nj. Assume that Na is regular and

that SSa. Let h be an l.u.b.-continuous mapping of an inductive partially ordered

set P into 2M. If (P, h) is a-extendible then given foEPa there exists fEP such

that foSf and h(f) = M.

Proof. LetP'= \pEP\foSp). Clearly Pf 9*0. Further P' is an inductive
partially ordered set. Restricting h to P' we see that it is l.u.b.-continuous.

Clearly (P'( h) is a-extendible. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, there exists fEP' such

that hif) = M. Since fEP', /o Sf.
Let A and B he sets and let .40C-<4. A mapping/0 of ^4o into B will be

called a partially defined mapping of A into B. Let P be a set of partially

defined mappings of A into B. Let Dp denote the domain of p and let Rp

denote the range of p. Let p, p'EP. If p' is an extension of p we will write

PEP'■ Under this order P is a partially ordered set. Further the mappings

P^Dp, p^>Rp and p-^(PXP)p = (Pp)X(Pp) of P into 2A, 2B and 2^X2B,
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respectively, are order preserving. Let £ be a nonempty totally ordered sub-

set of P. Let tET and let g(t) denote the graph of /. Under the order on P,

given p, p'EP, PCP' if and only if g(p)Cg(p). Clearly U,er g(t) is the graph

of a partially defined mapping of u of A into B; u will be called the union of

P. The set P will be called union-inductive if given a nonempty totally ordered

subset T ol P then the union of T is in P. The following is easily proved.

Proposition 2.2. Let P be a set of partially defined mappings of A into B,

partially ordered by extension. If P is union-inductive then P is inductive and

D, R and DXR are l.u.b.-continuous.

Theorem 2.1. Let T and G be totally ordered (additive) Abelian groups, G

being furthermore divisible and an na-set. Let P be the set of all partially defined

strictly order preserving isomorphisms p of T into G for which Dp is a pure

subgroup of T. Then P is union-inductive and (P, D) is a-extendible, provided

a>0.

Proof. Since T and G are totally ordered they are torsion-free. In par-

ticular 0 is a pure subgroup of £; thus Pa^0. It is well known (see, e.g., [8])

that the union of a nonempty totally ordered set of pure subgroups is itself

pure; thus P is union-inductive.

Let a>0. It remains to show that (P, £) is a-extendible. Let pEPa and

let xEP. If xEDp let p'=p. Assume that x££p. Let

£„ = (l/n)p(] - *, nx[C\Dp),       nEN,

Kn = (l/n)p(]nx, + °° [C\Dp),       nEN,

and let H=\JneN Hn and let K = \JneN K„.

We observe that H<K. To show this let uEH and let u'EK- Clearly

uEH„ and u'EKn- for some n, n'EN; thus u = (l/n)p(t) and u' = (l/n')p(f)

lor some / and /' in Dp such that t<nx and n'x<t'. Clearly n't<nn'x<nt'.

Thus n'p(t)<np(t') and u<u'; hence we have proved that H<K.

Since pEPa, \Dp\ <N„. Since a >0,|i£j+|£| ^N0|£p| <NoN« = Na.
Since G is an »ja-set there exists yEG such that H< [y ] <K. Let U = Dp+Zx.

Since Dp is pure the sum is direct, thus there exists a homomorphism p' ol

U into G which extends p and such that p'(x) =y.

Let uE U such that u>0. Since Dp is pure u is uniquely expressible as

t+zx, tEDp and zEZ. If 2 = 0, p'(u) =p(t) >0, since p is strictly order pre-

serving. Since u>0, we know that zx> —/ and that /> — zx. If z>0, using

the first of these two inequalities, we see that (l/z)p( — t)EHzCH< \y\; thus

p(/)+2y>0. If z<0, using the second inequality, we see that (l/ — z)p(t)

EK-,CK>[y}; thus p(/)+zy>0. Hence p'(w)>0, proving that p' is a

strictly order preserving isomorphism of U into G.

The group U, which is Dp', may not be a pure subgroup of T. Let V be

the purification of U in £. By Proposition 1.7, p' extends to s, a strictly order
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preserving isomorphism of V into G. Since V is pure in P, sEP- Since a>0

and p EPa,\v\ S | P|No = (|Pp| + No)No < N«; thus 5 E P„. Clearly
xE PC F and pEs. Hence (P, D) is a-extendible, proving the theorem.

Theorem A. Let T be a totally ordered iadditive) Abelian group of power

not exceeding Na and let G be a totally ordered iadditive) Abelian divisible group

which is an na-set. Let /o be a strictly order preserving isomorphism of a subgroup

U, of power less than Ka, of T into G. If a>0 then /0 extends to a strictly order

preserving isomorphism of T into G.

Proof. Assume a>0. From the existence of G we may assume that K„

is regular(4). Let Po be the purification of U in P and let po be the extension

of/o to P0. We know that | P0| S=i<o| U\ <N«, since a>0. Let P be the set of

all partially defined strictly order preserving isomorphisms p of P into G for

which Dp is a pure subgroup of P. Clearly poEPa- By Theorem 2.1, P is

union-inductive and (P, D) is a-extendible. By Proposition 2.2, P is inductive

and D is l.u.b.-continuous. By Corollary 2.1, there exists fEP such that

poEf and Df= T: that is, / is an order preserving isomorphism of P into G

which extends/o, and the theorem is proved.

Theorem A is not true if we allow a to be 0. To see this, consider the

following example. Let P= \a+b2112: a, bEQ}- Clearly P is a countable set

and yet it can not be mapped isomorphically into Q, an 7/0-set.

Let A and B be sets and let P be a set of partially defined mappings of

A into B.

Proposition 2.3. If P is a set of partially defined one-to-one mappings of A

into B such that (P, D) and (P_1, D) are a-extendible then (P, DXR) is a-

extendible.

Proof. In the abstract case Pa is determined by P, a and h. Since the

elements of P are one-to-one mappings, the sets Pa as defined by D, R and

DXR are identical.

Let pEPa and let ix, y)EA XB. Since (P, D) is a-extendible, there exists

tEPa such that pEt and xEDt. Clearly t^EiP^a- By hypothesis (P"1, D)

is a-extendible. Thus there exists rc>G(P_1)« such that r'Cw and such that

yEDw. Since (P-% = (?„)"', w-^sEPa. Thus pO and ix, y)EiDXR)s;
hence the proposition is proved.

We can now prove the second of our major results.

Theorem B. Let G and G' be totally ordered iadditive) Abelian divisible

groups which are -na-sets of power N„. .4rey order preserving isomorphism fo of a

subgroup U of G of power less than Na into G' extends to an order preserving

isomorphism of G onto G', provided a>0.

(*) Hausdorff [7] has shown that if fr$a is singular then G is an ?;a+i-set. b$a+i is necessarily

regular.
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Proof. Assume a>0 and let P be the set of all partially defined order pre-

serving isomorphisms p ol G into G' lor which Dp is a pure subgroup of G.

Clearly Pa¥^0. By Theorem 2.1, (P, D) is a-extendible. Let pEP. Since Dp

is a pure subgroup of G (a divisible group), Dp is divisible. Since p is an iso-

morphism of Dp onto Rp, Rp is divisible and is therefore pure. By Theorem

2.1, (P-\ £) is a-extendible. By Proposition 2.3, (P, £X£) is a-extendible.

Theorem 2.1 tells us that P is union-inductive. By Proposition 2.2, P is in-

ductive and £ XP is l.u.b.-continuous.

Let V be the purification of U in G and let po be the extension of/o to V,

which exists and is unique by Proposition 1.7. Clearly poEP- By Proposition

1.7, | V\ g| £|N0. By hypothesis | ll\ <N„ and a>0; thus p0EPa-
Since G is an ?;a-set of power &a, ^„ is a regular cardinal. By Corollary 2.1,

there exists fEP such that poCf and such that (DXR)f = GXG': i.e., /
extends/o and is an order preserving isomorphism of G onto G', proving the

theorem.

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to a proof of the existence of

totally ordered (additive) Abelian divisible groups which are 7ja-sets of power

Let E be an 7ja-set of power K„. As remarked earlier, N„ is necessarily

regular.

Theorem 2.2. Let G be a totally ordered Abelian subgroup of A(E) of power

less than Ka and let H, K~CG such that HVJK = G and H<K. Let [H, K\ be
the set of all partially defined strictly order preserving mappings p of E into E

such that the following conditions hold:

(2.1) If tEDp and gEG then g(t)EDp and gp(t)=pg(t). (Hence GDp
=Dp.)

(2.2) If tEDp then H(t) <p(t) <£(/).
Then ({H, £}, £) is a-extendible.

Proof. Let pE{H, K}a and let e££. If eEDp let p' = p. Assume that

eEDp. Since £"<£, H(e)<K(e). Yet £=]-°°, e[P\Dp and let V=]e,

+ oo [C^Dp. Since p is strictly order preserving, p(U) <p(V). Yet gEH and

let tE V. Since e<t, g(e) <g(t). By condition (2.2), g(t) <p(t); thus g(e) <p(t)

and therefore H(e) <p(V). Similarly, p(U) <K(e). Hence H(e)KJp(U) <K(e)

\Jp(V). The sets on either side of this inequality are of power less than Na.

Since £ is an r;a-set, there exists a point s(e) in E such that H(e)\Jp( U) < [ s(e)}

<K(e)\Jp(V). By condition (2.1), since eEDp, G(e)P\Dp = 0. Yet s extend

p'and be defined on G(e) as follows: s(g(e)) =g(s(e)) lor all gEG.

We wish to show that 5 is strictly order preserving. To show this let

x, x'EDs, x<x'. Assume first that x = g(e) and x' =g'(e), g, g'EG. Since G is

totally ordered'g and g' are uniquely determined by x and x'. Since x<x',

g<g'; thus s(x)=s(g(e))=gs(e)<g's(e)=s(g'(e))=s(x'). Now let x = g(e),

gEG, and x'EDp. Since x<x', e<g~1(x'). By condition (2.1), g~x(x')EDp.

Furthermore g'Kx^EV. We know that s(e)<p(V); thus s(e)<pg~1(x'). By
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condition (2.1), pg-\x') =g~1Pix'). Thus six) =sgie) =gs(e) <p(x') =six'). If

xEDp and x' = gie), gEG, then g-1(x) <e. Thusg~xix)EUand pg-1^) <s(e).

Hence six) <six'). Since p is strictly order preserving and since 5 is an exten-

sion of p, x, x'EDp implies six)<six'). Hence 5 is strictly order preserv-

ing.

Clearly 5 satisfies condition (2.1). As for condition (2.2), let A£77and kEK

and let tEDs. We know that p satisfies condition (2.2); thus tEDp implies

77(0 <{ 5(0} <P(0- Let t = gie), gEG. We know that Hie)<{sie)\ <K(e)\
thus h{e)<sie)<kie). Clearly h(t)=hg(e)=gh(e) <gs(e)=s(t)<gk(e)=kg(e)

= k(t). Hence 5 satisfies condition (2.2), and therefore s£{77, K}.

We know that Ds=Dp\JG(e); thus \Ds\S Dp\+\G\. Since pEPa,

\Dp\<\*a. By hypothesis |G|<Na; thus \Ds <&a and s£{77, P}„.

Clearly eEDs, thus the theorem is proved.

Continuing in the notation of Theorem 2.2, we have the following:

Proposition 2.4. PAe set {77, K] of partially defined mappings of E into

E is union-inductive.

Proof. Let P be a nonempty totally ordered subset of {77, K) and let s

be the union of P. Let xEDs and let gEG. Clearly there exists pET such

that xEDp- Thus g(x)EDpEDs and gs(x)=sg(x). Further H(x) <s(x)

<K(x); thus sE {77, K}, proving the proposition.

Proposition 2.5. {77, P}"»= {p-1, H'1}.

Proof. The mappings in {77, K] are strictly order preserving, therefore

they are one-to-one mappings; thus {77, P}_1 is well defined. Since G is a

totally ordered group K~lVJH~1 = G and K^KH'1; thus {K~\ H'1} is well

defined and is, indeed, the set of all partially defined strictly order preserving

mappings 5 of P into P such that (2.1) holds and such that the following

holds:
(2.3) If wEDs then K~xiw) < s(w) <77-»(w).

Statement 2.1. Let p he a partially defined one-to-one mapping of P

into P which satisfies condition (2.1). Then p~l satisfies condition (2.1).

Proof. Let tEDp, gEG and let w = pit). Clearly wERp=Dp~1. By condi-

tion (2.1), git)EDp and gpit)=pgit). Thus g(w) =gp(0 = pgit)ERp=Dp~K

Further, giw)=gipp~1iw))=pgp~1iw); thus p~1giw) =gp~1iw). Hence p_1

satisfies condition (2.1), proving the statement.

Statement 2.2. Let p he a partially defined one-to-one mapping of E

into E. p satisfies condition (2.2) if and only if p_1 satisfies condition (2.3).

Proof, p satisfies condition (2.2), if and only if 77(0 <{p0) } <P(0 for all

tEDp: i.e., K'^pit)) < {t} <H~lipit)). Let w = pit). We have shown that p

satisfies condition (2.2) if and only if p_1 satisfies condition (2.3), proving the

statement.

Returning now to the thesis of Proposition 2.5, let pCf{77, K}. Clearly

P-I£ {77, P}-1. According to Statement 2.1 and Statement 2.2, p~x satisfies
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conditions (2.1) and (2.3); thus p-1E{K~1, H"1}. Now let sE{K~\ H'1}.

Thus s satisfies conditions (2.1) and (2.3). By Statement 2.2, s-1 satisfies

condition (2.2); thus s~1E{H, K} and hence sE{H, K]~1, proving the

proposition.

Corollary 2.2. Phe pair ({H, K], DXR) is a-extendible.

Proof. According to Theorem 2.2, ({H, K], D) and ({K~\ H'1}, D) are

a-extendible. By Proposition 2.5, \K~X, £-1} = [H, £}_1. Applying Proposi-

tion 2.3 we see that (\H,K\, DXR) is a-extendible, proving the corollary.

We now can prove a lemma which will be used explicitly in the proof of

the existence theorem.

Lemma 2.2. Let E be an na-set of power \&a, a>0, and let G be a totally

ordered Abelian subgroup of A(E) of power less than Na. Let x and y be in E.

There exists/££a (E)(0) such that y=f(x).

Proof. If there exists gEG such that y = g(x) then let f = g. Clearly

g E KAt.E)(G). If no such g exists let H = {gEG: g(x) < y} and let

K={gEG:g(x)>y]. Clearly £U£ = G and H<K. By Proposition 2.4,

{H, K] is union-inductive. By Proposition 2.2, {H, K] is inductive and

DXR is l.u.b.-continuous. By Corollary 2.2, ({H, K], DXR) is a-extendible.

Let u(g(x)) =g(y), for each gEG. Since G is a totally ordered group, u is

strictly order preserving. Let tEDu. Since Du = G(x), t = g'(x) for some g'EG.

Let gEG. Clearly g(t) = gg'(x) E G(x) = Du and gu(t) = gug'(x) = gg'(y)

= ugg'(x) = ug(t); thus u satisfies condition (2.1). To show that u satisfies

condition (2.2), it suffices to show that H(g'(x)) < {g'(y)} <K(g'(x)). Since G

is Abelian it suffices to show that £(x)<{y] <£(x), which is true; thus

uE{H, K\. By hypothesis \G\ <N„; thus \Du\ <Na and uE{H, K\a. By
Corollary 2.1, there exists fE{H, K] such that (£XP)/ = £X£ and such

that uCf- Yhus fEA(E) and, by conditions (2.1) and (2.2), fEKA(E)(G).
Further y = u(x) =f(x), proving the lemma.

Lemma 2.3. Let E be an Va-set of power \&a and assume that a > 0. The group

A (E) is an a-hyper-divisible partially ordered group.

A proof of this lemma will be given in §3.

Theorem C. Let E be an va-set of power Na; a > 0. Given a totally ordered

Abelian divisible subgroup G0 of A(E), of power less than fc$„, it is contained in

a totally ordered Abelian divisible subgroup G of A(E) which is simply transitive

over £; thus G is an rja-set of power fc<a.

Proof. Let £ be the set of all totally ordered Abelian divisible subgroups

of A(E). Yet P be ordered by inclusion. Let x be a fixed element in £. Let

v(G) =G(x) for each GEP- Thus v maps £ into 2E. Clearly v is union-induc-

tive; thus £ is inductive and v is l.u.b.-continuous.
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Let GEPa and let yEE. By Lemma 2.2, there exists fEKME)iG) such

that y =/(x). By Lemma 2.3, A (P) is a-hyper-divisible. According to Proposi-

tion 1.6, there exists a totally ordered Abelian divisible subgroup G' ol -4(P)

such that GEG', fEG' and \G'\S \G\N0. Thus G'EP« and yEG'ix) =viG').
Hence (P, v) is a-extendible.

By hypothesis GoEPa- By Corollary 2.1, there exists GEP such that

viG)=E: i.e., G(x)=P. Let e, e'EE. There exist g, g'£G such that e = g(x)

and e'=g'(x); thus g'g_l(e)=e' proving that G is transitive over P. SinceG

is totally ordered, G is simply transitive over P. Finally, since G is totally

ordered, G is order isomorphic with G(x)=£; thus G is a totally ordered

Abelian divisible group which is an 7/a-set of power Na, proving the theorem.

Having assumed the existence of an 7/a-set of power fc<a it has been shown

that totally ordered Abelian divisible groups which are 7/a-sets of power K„

exist.

3. It remains to prove Lemma 2.3. Let E be an r/a-set of power Ka.

a>0. We must prove that AiE) is a-hyper-divisible. By Corollary 1.3, it

suffices to prove that given a totally ordered Abelian divisible subgroup G of

AiE), of power less than &a, nEN and fEKA(B)iG) then there exists

tEKME)iG) such that/=/B.

If re = l then there is nothing to prove. Assume that «>1. If /(EG let

t=flln. Since G is divisible, such an element exists and is in G. Assume now

that/(£G. Since/GPa<B)(G),/ is order comparable with 1. Since/€£G,/^1;

hence either/ or/-1 is greater than 1. We may assume, without loss of gen-

erality, that/>l.

Let P be the set of all partially defined strictly order preserving map-

pings p ol E into E such that the following conditions hold:

(3.1) p,/and the elements of G restricted to Dp are permutations of Dp.

(3.2) PEKn{Dp)iG\Dp)i>).
i3.3) f = p" over Dp.

Clearly P is union-inductive. Thus P is inductive and D is l.u.b.-continu-

ous. Our main task is to show that (P, D) is a-extendible. Having shown this,

Lemma 2.1 will be invoked to prove the lemma.

Let H={gEG:g<f} and let K={gEG: g>/}. Since fEKME>iG) and
fEG, H\JK = G. Clearly 77<P. Thus 77< {/} <P. It is clear that (3.2) and
i3.3) combine to give us:

i3.3') H1'n<{p}<K1i" over Dp.

(By S1!n is meant [s1'": sES}, where SEG.)

Let pEPa and let uEE. If uEDp let p'=p. Assume that uEDp- An

admissible sequence is a sequence (ey)osy<m of points in E such that:

(3.4) u = e0.

(3.5) H^iej-i) < {<?,} <P1/»(ey_1), for 0<7<m.

(3.6) x<ej-i<x', x, x'EDp implies p(x) <e,<p(x'), for 0<j<m.

0 G\Dp= \g\Dp: gEG}, where by g\Dp is meant the restriction of g to Dp.
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(3.7) £^»>/»(/(e„))<{ey}<£<>--»>/»(/(e0)), for 0£j<m.

(3.8) ej^gfr(ei), for every gEG, rEZ, lor 0^i<j<m.

Yet (e,)oij<m be an admissible sequence. By the length of this sequence

will be meant the number m. Clearly any initial segment of an admissible

sequence is an admissible sequence.

Proposition 3.1. If (e>)osy<m is an admissible sequence, then ejEDp,

0^j<m.

Proof. By condition (3.4), eo = u and uEDp. Assume eJ_i$£p, 0<j<m.

Thus jxG£p: x<ej-i]\J[xEDp: x>gj_i} =Dp. Since p is a permutation of

Dp, p{xEDp:x<ei-i}{Up{xEDp:x>ei-i} =Dp. By (3.6) ej lies between

these two sets whose union is Dp. Thus ejEDp, proving the proposition.

Proposition 3.2. Given an admissible sequence of length m, then x<e,-<x',

x, x'EDp, implies p~'(x) <e0<p~'(x'), 0^j<m.

Proof. Clearly the statement is true for/ = 0. Let 0 <j<m and assume that

the statement is true lor j — 1. Let xEDp such that x<ej and assume for a

moment that p~1(x)^ei-i. By Proposition 3.1, ej-iEDp. By (3.1), p_1(x)

EDp; thus p-~1(x)>ej-i. By (3.6), pp~1(x)>ei: i.e., x>ejt which is absurd.

Thus p~l(x) <ej-i. We have assumed that this implies p~('_1)p_1(x) <e0: i.e.,

p~'(x) <e0. By a similar argument it can be shown that ej<x', x'EDp, im-

plies e0<p~'(x'). Thus the proposition is proved.

Lemma 3.1. There exists an admissible sequence of length n.

A proof of Lemma 3.1 will be given in §4.

Henceforth let (ey)oSJ<B be an admissible sequence of length n. Yet m he

an integer. Clearly m can be written as rn+i, 0^i<n, r, iEZ. Further, r

and i are uniquely determined by m. If r^O let em be defined as/r(ei); thus

for all integers m, em=fT(ei).

Proposition 3.3. Let y = g(em) and y' = g'(em>), g, g'EG and m, m'EZ.

y=y' if and only if g = g' and m = m'.

Proof. Assume that y = y', m = rn + i, m' =r'n+i' and O^i, i'<n. If

i 9^ i' we may assume, without loss of generality, that i > i'. Clearly et

= S~1g'fr'~'(Bi'), which is untenable by condition (3.8). Thus * = »' and

/r-r'(e.) = g-ig'(e,). We know that / £ KME)(G). By Proposition 1.2,

fzCKA(B)(G); thus/r-r'=g-1g'. Since /£G, r-r'=0 and g = g'. ll, on the

other hand, g = g' and m = m' then r = r' and i = i'; thus y=y', proving the

proposition.

Let T={g(em):gEG and mEZ]. Since £ is a subset of £, a totally

ordered set, it is a totally ordered set. Clearly / and the elements of G act as

permutations on Fas they do on Dp. By Proposition 3.1, (ef)oSi<nCs\Dp = 0;
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thus TC\Dp = 0. Let yET. By Proposition 3.3, y can be written as g(em)

for one and only one pair (g, m), where gEG and mEZ. Let p' extend p and

let p'iy) =giem+i) for each yET.

Proposition 3.4. p' is a partially defined mapping of E into E which satisfies

conditions (3.1)—(3.3).

Proof. Both Dp and P are subsets of P. Since p' acts as a permutation on

both these sets, p' is a partially defined mapping of P into P. Further p',/and

the elements of G, restricted to Dp', are permutations of Dp': i.e., p' satisfies

condition (3.1).

Let g, g'EG and let y = giem), mEZ. Clearly p'g'iy) =p'g'giem) =g'giem+i)

= g'P'giem)=g'P'(y); thus p'g' = g'p' over P. Hence p'ECmDP')(G\Dp'). Let

hEH1,n and let kEKlln. Let m=rn+i, 0Si<n. If *'+l<re we may invoke

condition (3.5) and conclude that h(e/) <ei+i<k(e/). If *'+l=« we may in-

voke condition (3.7) and conclude that k~1(f(eQ)) <eB_i<A-1(/(e0)); thus

h(en-i) <f(e0) <k(en-f). Remembering that/(e0) = c?B and that, in this case,

7 = w—l, we see that h(e/) <ei+i<k(e/). Thus this holds for all *', 0^*<re.

Since fEKA(B->(G) we may apply Proposition 1.2 and conclude that fr

EKME)(G). Thus h(f(e/)) <f(ei+i) <k(f(e/)). Since G is Abelian and totally
ordered, h(y)<p'(y) <k(y); hence 77""<{p'} <P1'- over P. By (3.3'), this

also holds over Dp; thus it holds over Dp'. We know that HKJK = G. Since

G is divisible, 771/nUP1/n = G. We conclude that p' is order comparable with

the elements of G: i.e., p'EKn(DP')(G\Dp') and p' satisfies condition (3.2).

Clearly (p')n(y)=g(em+„)=gf(em)=fg(em)=f(y); thus p' satisfies condition

(3.3), proving the proposition.

Proposition 3.5. The group G' = G((p')z) is transitive over P.

Proof. It has been shown that p'EKn(DP')(G\Dp'). Let xET. Clearly x
may be written as g(em), gEG and mEZ. Let g(p')m = a. Clearly aEG' and

x = a(ef). Let yET. By an argument similar to the preceding, there exists

bEG' such that y = b(e0). Thus y = ba-1(x) and d>a-1£G', proving the proposi-

tion.

Corollary 3.1. p' restricted to T is strictly order preserving.

Proof. By Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 1.2, G'\ TEA(T); thus in par-

ticular, p'\T is in A (T). Hence p' is strictly order preserving over P, proving

the corollary.

Proposition 3.6. Let x, yEDp and tET. If x<t<y then p'(x)<p'(t)

<P'(y).

Proof. hett = giem), gEG and mEZ. hetm = rn+i, 0 Si <n; thus t =f'gie/).

Let v = g~1f~rix) and w = g~1f~riy). Since g_1P~r is strictly order preserving,
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v<d<w. If i = n — l we may apply Proposition 3.2 and conclude that

p~l(v) <eo<p-l(w). Thus p'(v) =pi+1p~i(v) =fp~i(v) <f(ef) <fp~{(w) =p'(w).

Since *' = «— 1, p'(ef) = eB=/(e0); thus p'(v)<p'(ef)<p'(w). If ,i<n— 1 we

may invoke condition (3.6) and conclude that p'(x) <p'(t) <p'(y), proving

the proposition.

Corollary 3.2. p' is strictly order preserving.

Proof, p' extends p, which is strictly order preserving; thus p' is strictly

order preserving over Dp. By Corollary 3.1, p' is strictly order preserving

over £. Combining these results with Proposition 3.6, we see that p' is

strictly order preserving over Dp\JT = Dp', proving the corollary.

Hence p'EP. Clearly \Dp'\=\Dp +\T\. Since pEPa, \Dp\ <N«. By
hypothesis \G\ <N„ and a>0; thus T\ =N0|g| <N„. Hence |£p'| <Na

and p'EP a- Furthermore p' extends p and u = eoEPCDp'; thus (£, £) is

a-extendible. Clearly the empty mapping is in £; thus Pa9i0.

By Lemma 2.1, there exists /££ such that £/ = £. By condition (3.1),

/ is a permutation of Dt: i.e., t is a permutation of £. Since tEP, t is strictly

order preserving; thus, by condition (3.2), /(E£aob)(G). By condition (3.3),

/ = /" over £; thus Lemma 2.3 is proved.

4. The proof of Lemma 3.1 will be given in this section.

Let e0 = u and consider the sequence {e0}. Clearly this sequence satisfies

condition (3.4). In this case conditions (3.5), (3.6) and (3.8) are vacuous.

In this case condition (3.7) states that K~1(f(ef)) < {e0} <H~1(f(ef)); this

is true since H< {/} <K. Thus {e0} is an admissible sequence of length 1.

Lemma 4.1. Any admissible sequence of length m can be extended to an ad-

missible sequence of length m + l, provided l^m<n.

Granting Lemma 4.1 for a moment, we see that Lemma 3.1 is proved.

Lemma 4.2. Let (ef)osj<m be an admissible sequence of length m, l^m<n.

Phen

Lo(m) = H^em-i) W p{x E Dp: x < em-i] U K^-^'"(f(eo))

< £1/"(em-i) W p{x E Dp: x > em-i] U £<•»-»>'"(/(e0)) = Li(m).

This lemma will be proved shortly. Clearly |£,(m)| ^ |G| +|£p| +\G\
<Ha lor i = 0, 1. Since £ is an 7j„-set, there exist at least Na points xGPsuch

that £0(m) < {x} <Li(m). The set S(m) = {gfr(ei): gEG, rEZ and Og,i<m)

is of power \G\ K0. Since a>0, |S(m)\ <Na. Thus there exists em in £ such

that L0(m) < {em} <Li(m) and such that emES(m): i.e., (ef)osj<m+i is an ad-

missible sequence of length m + l, proving Lemma 4.1.

It remains to prove Lemma 4.2. £0(m) is the union of three sets, as is

Li(m). It will be shown, in Propositions 4.1 through 4.9, that each of the three

sets, considered in Lemma 4.2, whose union is L0(m) is less than each of the
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three sets whose union is 7i(tm). Having shown this,   Lemma 4.2 will be

proved.

Proposition 4.1. Hllniem-i) <P1/n(em-i).

This is true since H<K and re>0.

Proposition 4.2. Given hEH11" and xEDp such that em-i<x then

hiem-i) <Pix).

Proof. By i3.3'), 771'n< {p\; thus hiem-f) <A(x) <p(x), proving the prop-

osition.

By symmetry we also have:

Proposition 4.3. Given kEK11* and xEDp such that em_i>x, then

£(<?„,_,) >p(x).

Proposition 4.4. 771/"(em_i)<77(",-"""(/(e0)).

Before proving this it will be useful to establish the following:

Statement 4.1. If q, sEQ such that qs>0 then HqH' = Hq+' and KqK'
=K"+:

Proof. HqH' = {xqys:x, yEH}; thus Hq+'EHqH'. Let x, yEH, xSy.

Since cjs>0, q and 5 have the same sign; thus xqy' lies between x9+' and

yq+', both of which are in 779+'. Since G is divisible, 77?+* is an interval of G;

thus xqy'EHq+'. Hence HqH'EHq+'. A similar argument can be used to

prove the second assertion, proving the statement.

Proof of Proposition 4.4. Let hEH11" and let A'G77(m-n)/n. By Statement

4.1, A-^'GPf^-1-")'". By condition (3.7), {em_i} <77<"l-1-»>'»(/(e0)): i.e.,

em_i<A_1A'/(e0). Hence A(em-i) <A'/(e0), proving the proposition.

By symmetry we also have:

Proposition 4.5. P(m-">/n(/(e0)) <P1/"(em_I).

ProVosition 4.6. Given x, x'EDp such that x<em-i <x', then p(x) <p(x').

This is true since p is strictly order preserving.

Proposition 4.7. Given hEH^m~n)ln and xEDp such that x<em-i, then

pix) <hfieB).

Proof. Applying Proposition 3.2 we see that p1_mix) <e0. By condition

(3.3'), 771/B< {p}. Further tw<m; thus {pm-»} <77<»-«>/» Hence />»-» = />»/-»

implies pm<hf. Clearly pix) =pmp1~mix) <hfpl~mix) <A/(e0), proving the

proposition.

By symmetry we have:

Proposition 4.8. Given xEDp and kEK(m~n)ln such that x>em-i, then

Pix)>kfieo).
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Since H<K and m<n we have:

Proposition 4.9. £<",-n"n(/(e0)) <££m_n)/n(/(eo)).

Thus Lemma 4.2 is proved.
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